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Alleged U.S. Documents from U.S Sources on Willy Brand.* 
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REF: L:

ACTION: See paras 1 and 2.

1. Forwarded herewith for your examination and review are a
copy, of the documents cited . in Reference, Which are alleged . to be
from U.S. archives. The stamps and other markings on the copies have
been examined here and appear to attest to the authenticity of the
copies, which were possibly prepared from microfilm. We would.
appreciate your comment on the authenticity of the materials and the
possible means of access to them.

2. It occurs to us that because of their age, all being from
1944, these documents may be among those in archival holdings avail-
able to serious students 'and historical researchers. Your specific
comment on this . possibility would be appreciated.

•	 5. A copy of these materials has been made available to the
Chief, LNBU22, for his. information. Apart from noting the interesting
content of the reports, the Chief, LNBUZZ remarks that if the entirety
of the documents were published, the total effect would not be
damaging to Brandt. However, if the most damaging portions were
extracted and treated tendentiously, a potentially embarrassing
political effect could be achieved. . (Judging from the political
reputation of the publisher, we estimate that precisely such a
selective treatment would be intended.) Since reference is made to
a predecessor organization of BKHERALD, this aspect might also be
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brought out publicly. Against the posiibility that these items may
be published, it would be helpful to have the above points already
researched.

4. c	 :X, as of 24 March and S April, had no further- traor-
mation as to whether any or all of the documents would be published.
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• S . 1.1t .ect: Views EYI . ressed by Tilly Brandt
German S'cial Democ.rat,

Sir:

have te bnnor o t . eport	 a memer of the7t-, zation's	 taff has 11.:da conveationith
.Pr:.indt, a rlerman SocIa D•locratic e;j1 who ha
mentioned in -k7 P 1.011,7 previnus

.despatqhes nc-7. 3142 of i'2 12ri3 1. , 1Y14 and no. 33()() ofVay 2,2, 1944, both of vIlich.	 trs,rslations ofmMoranda on German. (1 . 1.1(HtIons v;ritLen by Prandt.

It may 1-,e reiteral n	 I:hat Prandt wa!.- forced to
leave Germany in 1:933 1.7ocause of his 1j.	 itieas a Zocial DemoC. ratic zoirlth
whore he became a .7:7erwczian cItien, 'arrid. a InIL-:,r2L-Ian

	

an3	 acti.ve in Lhe 7n-m-rrin
He wa put.in a corcntLtion	 in rorwy by Lh
but finally sucoecded in •reachIr';	 Ylc.:..TheT!' of theLeation's	 v,ho are. acquainted with Trandt,
as American j oul:nClists in ,7,tocnoTh, all conside.s hil tobe — thOUtf,htful ; foreeful and thorouL:hly democatie in hisoutlook. • ,athou.L;h h e 7 o ssesses T.Te:o.71ar.
it is belicLved to be his privto hop,2 to return tc r1c:!.'mTan r.1 particIt!.: in the democrat-In r o fation. of thcolmtry.	 of	 1)acroind	 itis not difficlAlt	 fo.reee	 Ti t T1.	 I III have a

	

p cii, Li cal	 J.	futurc in C. cr-:any and It.	therefore .. elieved•that the De .partent will vfish to bear • him In mind, in caseO.f future develcTmE:nts.

V'The information an q views whi r:h he set ferL,? .. in 'he
conversation referred to above have been. 1::artIary re-
n or ted in the LcatIon's t e lezram. no. 3412 of •u ..7.ut 31r
c, p.m. He sta.ted that recent infomation fror.-; Felin. in-
dIcates for the f17.:st time the developm.ont of a :(-,-neral
psycholou,y among the mass of the peollle to the erfect tha,
no matter how bad • post-war conditions may be they cannot (17.1

•



,Adverting

be any worse than present conditions. If this inf=ation,
is reliable and if the reacLion is genral,. it is of very
gret . significance as i-licating the collapse . e r Ooebbels'
terror propaganda. Brandt himFelf, however, added, a word
of caution as to the dirficulties of estimating accurately
the general morale in any given, place and illustrod his
meaning by referring . to Hamburg. He said the opposition
has always retained a m' 'c solid core there than elsewhere
and the Haburgers have apparently never 'been won over to
strong antl-Finglish feeling even after the heavyfbobing
of their city. Nevertl-Kless it has just been reported to
him by a seaman from Hanburg that when, the news of the re-
cent bomb attempt against Hi. tier. 	 Hamburg women
wept in tho streets for sorrow.

Brandt gave it as its opinion Lt the opposition
movpment was by no means to 	 destroyed after recent
events and th ,,, trial an ,  executien of 1:.'ilehen'an'5. his
colleagues, alnough th(: failure of the plot
strong measures by the TS and Geti.po ha-y e -.probably ber.,,n.
sufficient to preclude i he possibility of any furthe .r' at-
tem.pt until the actual ' collapse or the rime has
Ho stated that °he . or the executed officers was the 11ais6n.
man between . the . military- . Lrour and the civilian .oppositic.n

• movement, I hen asked wnich one, be at first s'id he could
not divulge that informtion lout hr.,: fina=dy said in strict
Confidence that the liaison man w%s Count Yorc'E . Von 'ifartenburg..

In'connection with the demand for unconditional sur-
render which has been voiced by the United Staten and
Great Britain since Cas;:blanca. Tiraedt made the
obsrvation that in the beginning this slogan wan welcomc,:J
by the anti-Nazi opposition leaders in Germny becuse
they felt it indicated 	 thoroughgoing determination en
the part of the Aillen l o have no dealings .whatsoever with
the Nazis. Only later i and under the :Lnprozs of subserAurt
reretltions and interprtationn•of the slogan did . the oppo-
sition. come to feel dout and alarms about; It because it
Seemed to indicate tht. the Allies would not deal with any
German government of any . rtripe, no matter how democratj.c
or 	 That feelin.e .l.'.uncertainty about AllleC
intentions toward G-ermany, as jiistinuished from t1.1.2 7azi
regime, has been deepend by the 71.ack of a consistent pro-
paw.anda policy by the Anglo-I.Lnericans, ;:cco.,:..dinz to Tr.:',.ndt.
He expressed interest,	 this c(.:nnectIon, In Lb: T.Tn:.ted.
7;tions Intentions i. .hrsrf-ct to -the establI ,Thrlent ef
UnI.ted. N::Aions military control and/or a provisional
Eovrnr.:ent after capitu7ation- 	 arose o5.7 of	 a
recent _press report from an Allleft se'Jrce al1e2;ed1.y based
on statements by well-informed dinloratic circle's to the
effect that the Mailed. laLions plan a joint 1;:nglo-5eviet-
American Military Control Comrdssion. .1 or 	 '.:h lab
apparently govern the country directly for some tirle vd_th-
out the medium of even a. limited German government. 7.r,,:.n.at
.feels that this will be a great mistake from the point• of
view ofthe United Nations who should by all means try to
enlist the as. 	of some kind of German governmnt.
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---i:dverting to the qlestion of r;ermany's ettern

boundariesni. prefacMg. his remarks by the statement
that . he himself had no nationalistic feeling 'about it.nor
any. sentimental attachent to any particular boundary,
he expretsed the fear that there would be imposed a bound-.
ary between. Poland and Gerrnany which would be so inconsis-
tent with ethnic and e y onomic and historic considerations
that no German governm . nt could 1:cssibly aecept it except
under protest. The qu-stion would thus become an open
;.;.nek continuing cause f-r grievance on the part of the
German people and vou11 undoubtedly be used by 1-LAionalist
agitators.

Etar■dt was asked what his o'fn solution for the
eastern boundary probl*m vould be. He replied
and with the deprecati ,Ig remark that this. was only
per!:.onal.and uninportr:!-It opinin ; that there should be
first of all an unbron (:schLcs r 	borderl that is
to s;:cf, there must be no Corrior. Ile would ret'arn the
Corridor to Germany, dLsregardir p. ::,Tl ,luetions of the
nationality' of . the local populatinn, and ziiie to Germany
aLO Danziz	 (!l,	 small 1;:rt of v:et ,Drn . East Prussia.	 710
rest of 7.7 a!:t	 jnoludAng Poca	 ag oul.d go to
Polatd. Danig ould ho av:A.7.e to Pol::,nd as a .port
also, He 'waded that '.here shou • in s,ch case	 a con:-
plete c7i:ohange of popi llations in tho rogions
Thic is a nct unreaso) , a	 u.ggost on, in the 7.iratIon's

coming , from	 r_ierman-

PraPdt remarked that if the whole of East Pru',,si
and Danzig and the Conridor art; gi-ven 	 Plend, there
will be Geroans who wi.11 pri liateTy arpt it as a
but finca solution of ne Clmnst inolublo 1: rob 1 .em but
they Till never dare admit their views orenly. 7randt
himself asserted that East Prussia is nol eoonom!_call:T
nec'assary to ...;crmany as its value as a granary was entirely
dependent.on the German high protec`Ave tariff . on gr,An.
before the war. East Prussian grain could never compete
vith Canadian and Amcricn grain if the tariff were re-
moved

The conversatibn turned for a time on the possibility
of a post-defet und ,:rgreurd rw.clit by the. T.Tti.zis. Mere
are persons who	 tra
of any contimlng 17ai	 mo7JerHot
war, because of the ;,11ti;ged	 ury.rker cuthor-

. i. ty, or 1Dclealq, c the 7azi movent, in contrast t.o thc,
un.deTgrourA irovements which have flouxIshed in the coun-
tries over:cun.	 Gormany, v‘ ir.I. have nothInL; to hopo far
from outside friends or for other reasons. .. Prandt vas
emphatically. of the opinion. t1n. there will bc! a
Nazi organizatior and that it 'Ain reoort to violence on
an inTressiv€ ace :. In Tact, ho arted his belief:
that at least, the f:Irst German. government .after the T.77.1
r.cL:im%--.: will be entirely assassinated by the Tazis. Tb13,
Legation share's 2randt's viev ' s and feels that it wir be
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a-dangerous underc3timaion of Germc4n.:7' potent:ftl thi.eat
- in tha....futu're to-as0.m.e that the nazi m rivment . wil:1 melt

aWay like snow infthe f; 'è of a (1.(,:mdcratic vi(Acry.

Respeefuny your

'Ticrofilr;led
confimation. copy 1-:,y Nail

Copy to :':1'wr1can . Embassy, London.
Filc,?.copy

File no. COO -
PI,: re.
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SEcrEtary of State,

Washington.

3661, SEptEmber
“	 .

DEpartmEnt's attEntion is particularly invitEd. to

—story rEportEd in Legation's prEsst7V4TAW.22,;;;

SeptEmber 14 (rE Legation's No. 3661,of SEptEmbEr 12)

10 p.m. rEporting details of British contact in

Stockholm with ExecutEd Adam von Trott). Legation

learns 'thi's article was writtEn by Willy Br g.ndt, young

anti-Nazi German who has bEen subjEct of LEgationts
(2/.

3412 gust 31, 8 p.m., and despatch _7 September 2. 
_244

HE is obviously wEll informEd concErning opposition

organizations and ViEws. DEpartmEnt will note his.

account of von Trott's VIEWS and British reaction and

rEply doEs not diffEr from British LEgation account.

fN'gP''"0	 ,̀)
•

• • - 5;;.

14 6

Furthermore, articlE's assErtion that contacts wErE

-Made by othEr routes than Stockholm is bornE but by

British Legation which says Foreign OfficE rEcEivEd

rEports of similar contacts by von Trott. in BErnE)

Ankara and eithEr Madrid or Lisbon.

V;711.:.1.--7	 ',■: 	
t

.	 \ i' . .'<,- . 	'..!:	 r..:.:.!1••••;',','.',..F!%i_.
__H, ' 1 k9

P- II= 	\ '.1 " lh

1 11-' . JAN 1 8 1956
PM

, es e.,. „,, .• .,.,.., 1
'i',.):-,.:0,,i11.)::.,..,4,.

7

With thEsE



-a- )03661, SEptEmbEr 14, 6 p.m., from Stockholm.

With thEsE indications of rEliability of Brandtls

information, articlE can bE considErEd as giving onE

of clEarEst glimpOEs . yEt obtainEd of organization

and VIEWS of GErman opposition groups.

LEgation lEarns indirEctly from Brandt that Trott

sought contact with ' SoviEt Legation in Stockholm during

.last visit in JunE but contact could not bE made in. timE.

Brandt bEliEves July 20th plot was launchEd prE-

maturEly as outcomE of Trott l s . Contacts with Allies in

attEmpt to prove sincErity and ExistEncE of opposition

MOVEMEnt.

ForEgoing complEtEs information currtntly in

LEgation's hands concErning Trott and GErman opposition.

. movEmEnt. REfErEncE should also bE mad,e_to Legationis.	
• .
	 _	

/ 0 ?,- e/ /,.f .. .,.	 .,.	 ..... 	 ,...	 .,	 ....	 u.	 ,	 , .,.	 .
e'.	

.-	

.

2309r4UnE 26, 9 p.m. and to 354,..StPtEmber ii,..'8 .p.m.

TakEn tOgEthEr with prEss tElEgrain undEr rEfErEncE

and LEgation's 3631, SEptEmbEr 12, 10 p.m. thEsE

mEssagEs, basEd on information from GErman, SwEdish,

-British and AmErican sourcEs, clEarly indicatE.views

of von Trott and GErman opposition, togEthEr with act

that Trott was in contact with British but not (rEpEat

not) with Russians. Information furthEr givEs dEfinitE

basis for



—

-	 #3661, SEptEmbEr 1 1_, 6 p.m. ,from Stockholm.

basis for conclusion that an organization txistEd

which was working to ovtrthrow HitlEr bEfort July

20th, an organization which had widEsprEad contacts

and ramifications among lEadErs from most divErsE -

political, .Economic, military and rEligious groups

but which probably lacktd widt popular foundatiOn.

JOHNSON

1113 NPL

roar.
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CONFIDENTIAL.

The Honorable
The Secretary of State,

Washington.

MICROFILMED AT THE
AMERICAN LE0A-T
S TOCKHOLM,

DATE MAY P

Sir:

Subject: Future Developments in Germany and
Possible Sources of Future German
Leadership as Viewed by German-
Norwegian Journalist.

I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a
memorandum which has been written by Willy Brandt, a
naturalized N6rwegian of German birth, setting forth
his views about the various groups within Germany from
which revolutionary and post-revolutionary leadership
might be expected to arise. The present memorandum ex-
pands but does not materially add to the views expressed
by Brandt in a previous memorandum which was transmitted
under cover of the Legation's confidential despatch no..
3142, dated April 11, 1944, on the subject "Views of
German-Norwegian Journalist on Factors Involved in the
Coming German Revolution". It is understood that the
present memorandum, like the previous one, was written
by Brandt for the information and use of an American
journalist in Stockholm, and it has only indirectly
come- into the Legation's hands. Brandt is a young but ap-
parently thoughtful and serious observer of the German
scene, and one of the representatives of the Office of
Strategic Services who is widely acquainted with German
refugee circles in Sweden considers that Brandt is one
of the ablest in the entire lot and is the one most
likely to play some role after the war, in spite of his
Norwegian nationality.

It is believed that little need be added in the way
of comment to the observations which the Legation made
In its despatch under reference. In connection with the
remarks on page 7 of the enclosed memorandum concernintj
German trade union proposals for the rebuilding of their
movement and for taking over the apparatus of the Arbeits-
front, reference may be made to the Legation's confidential
despatch no. 3023, dated March 16, 1944, entitled "Report
of 'National Conference of the German Trade Unionists in
" -oeden', held in Stockholm on February 26 and 27, 1944".

"icer of the Legation recently discussed at some

VIP
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length with a Hungarian author, who is in very close
touch with German refugee circles in Stockholm, this
very question of the future reestablishment of the Ger-
man trade-unions and the degree to which the present
machinery of the Arbeitsfront should be retained for
working purposes. The author in question, Stefan
Szende, whose book, "The Last Jew from Poland", has
just been published in Hweden, stated that he has had
many long discussions with Fritz Tarnow, social-demo-
cratic German trade unionist, who is apparently in favor
of retaining a considerable portion of the Arbeitsfront
organization and building up a strong unitary trade
union group on the foundation of the Arbeitsfront.
Szende, who is a close friend and, in a sense, a follower
of Paul Hagen (Karl Frank), advanced with great earnest,-
ness the idea that although it might be necessary as a
strictly practical matter and as a purely interim mea-
sure, to take over the "organization" of the Arbeits-
front -- that is, the funds, the records, the typewriters,
the office space, if any is left -- this should be limited
to the briefest possible time and the name and, to the
greatest extent feasible, the personnel of the Arbeits-
front should be eliminated the moment the Nazi regime
falls. Furthermore, Szende argues, there- must be re-
stored complete freedom of organization to the workers
so that if, perhaps regrettably, they fail to unite them-
selves in one single organization, they may be free to
form various trade unions. In any event the trade union
movement must be divorced from state control and state
connections and must be thoroughly independent.

The foregoing observations and the enclosed memo-
randum are reported for their possible usefulness in
connection with post-war planning.

Respectfully yours,

Herschel V. ohns n

Enclosure:I/

1/ Memorandum.)

Microfilmed.
Signed confirmation copy by mail.
Copy to American Embassy, London (Political Division).
File copy.

File no. 800
PL/vn



-::a-----a-Eri-cloSure---nd. • 1-to despatCh n6.-- 3399 dated May 22, 1944,
from the American Legation, Stockholm, Sweden, entitled
"Future Developments in Germany and Possible Sources of
Future. German Leadership as Viewed by German-Norwegian
Journalist".

Source: Original Memorandum,
In English, written
by 'Willy Brandt.

NEMORkNDUM.

'The Nazi defeat will bring the whole German admini-
stration to the brink of disaster, and seriously affect
its economy. Moreover,, it is very probable that through
the military defeat, a considerable group' of the German
population will be' redeemed. This assumption has been
confirmed 'through reliable reports of morale coming lately
.through Swedish, Norwegian and, Danish channels.

'hat powers will now play the important part in the
elevating of the German people? What aims will the post-
Hitler revolution strive after? 1M1 they be constructive
or only destructive?

One may ask what right I have to ask these questions.
Hitler has taken once my citizenship and twice my home.
On account of my fights against the Nazis I had to leave
Germany in 1933. This did not prevent me, in the follow-
ing years, and not only outside Germany, to work with
illegal anti-Nazi organizations. Since the 9th of April
1940 I have tried in every way to do my part in the Nor-

. wegian fight for freedom. For me this was only a conti-
nuation of anti-Nazi work in other forms. I had to fight
to regain two fatherlands: a free Norway and a democratic
Germany. Un,.er peril of not always being rightly under-
stood, I have defended against my German friends the Nor-
wegian point of view, and against my friends of occupied
countries, the point of view of a "future Germany".

The starting point of my consideration is that after
the Nazis' military collapse, many different interests
among the Germans will make themselves felt.
different aims will be proclaimed when the real anti-
Nazis and the many opportunists turn to all-out agita-
tion. An unrestrained terror will be directed against
the Nazi leaders and Gestapo people. The Nazi buildings
will be stormed and the llitleristic organizations de-
stroyed. Notwithstanding the differences in many spheres,
many Germans will agree in one thing: to restore ele-
mentary democratic rights. It is to be hoped that neither
the German anti-Nazis nor the occupation forces will be
so silly as to give the Nazis democratic rights. Other-
wise the demands for freedom of conscience and opinions
and for a minimum of organizations and press freedom are

the



the natural reactions to many years of suppression.

The democratic character of the German revolution
will probably soon be recognisable. But democratic jus-
tice must not be restricted only to the Nazi leaders.
Not less responsible than the real Nazis are those who
supported their policy. A settlement with Prussian
militarism is on the programme. Officials, judges and
police will in great quantities have to be thrown out,
interned or jailed. Such measures lie none the less
within the framework of a consistent democratic revo-
lution which unfortunately was not fulfilled in 1918/19.

A revolution like this is bound to have social con-
sequences. If one shrinks back from these conseouences,
one endangers democratic improvements. One of the first
demands will be to confiscate the estates of the "Junkers".
These will either be divided or transferred to the Labor
Unions.

Heavy industry and high finance are also responsible
for the war. The indispensable purge will leave many
factories ownerless. If one wants to break the . influ-
ence of German pro-war monopoly capitals, one has to put
the cartels and finance institutes in official hands.
A democratic guaranteed control of industry also gives
one of the most essential foundations for a real demi-
litarization of Germany, and for an effective German'
participation in the economic rebuilding of Europe.

What forces in Germany are ready and able to under-
take such a profound transformation of society? They
are not to be found in the army. an the contrary they
are to be found among the working classes, in co-opera-
tion with parts of the church mOvement and with the
bearers of a new German liberalism. Too long has the
democratic world been under the illusion that the gene-
rals one day would replace the Nazis and take Germany's
fate into their hands. It was forgotten firstly that
the old officer generation was linked up with the Nazis
in their fight against democracy, and that they were
for war of conquest, and, secondly, that most of the
younger German officers are real Nazis. •Only in cases
where close connections to liberal and churchly radical
circles exist, the army opposition can be said to have
anything in common with democracy. These circles do
not,_since 1942, see any possibility of bringing a
change in the war by their own interference. At that
time they offered to send prominent representatives to
London and Moscow. London refused to accept the tech-
nical proposals. With the Russians no contact was
established as the Gestapo destroyed a big illegal or- •
ganization, even having some members in the War Ministry .
in Berlin. This organization was called "Rote Kapelle".

It is true that the catastrophe policy and prestige
strategy of Hitler did develop a strong resistance among
the officers. It is also true that many of the old Prus-
sians are beginning to be desperate. A known case is.

that
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that of Nicolaus von Falkenhorst, who was German Commander-
in-Chief in Norway. He is not a Nazi, is a deadly enemy.
of Terboven, the Reichskommissar of Norway, and made no
secret of his aversion to 1/4jlisling and his gang. Never-
theless von Falkenhorst after New Year exaggeratedly de-
clared his loyalty to Hitler and exhorted the men to go
on fighting till the last cartridge. The generals also
now .understand that they today find less resonance
among the population then a year ago. Losing generals
are less attractive than victorious marshals.

Notwithstanding this it is possible that Hitler
will first be replaced by a generals government. This
can even be very useful. Hitler's generals ought not
to be spared from signing the documents in which the
defeat is acknowledged and the armistice terms set forth.
Should a dictatorship of generals be more than a short
temporary solution, there will unavoidably be a sharp
conflict with those powers, who are serious about de-
mocratic renewal.

Not only the officers, but also the soldiers must
be thought of because the connection "71ehrmacht Party"
In site of all friction, is so clear and-because.there
are so many Nazi officers, the demand for the election
of representatives among the soldiers soon find certain
echo. This does not preclUde that several front offi-
cers might be acknowledged as leaders, and in certain
cases even play a very active role in the revolution.
The army cannot, however, form the basis of a new German'
administration. Already the realization of the demo-
bilization demands an inclusion of soldiers councils.
Tendencies toorganizations of such councils are to be
found for instance in illegal cells among the military
and naval units in . Norway.

In this context the question arises of what will
become of the German youth in uniform. They miss every
experience of a democratic education. They wiil be
marked by their experiences on the front. They are
lacking in professional education, and the participa-
tion in a normal life. Democratic reserves are firstly
to be found among small groups of the young working-
class people who have rernained strongly influenced by
their parents. They are also partly to be found among
the intellectuals. I know that what happened at the
University of Munich a year ago was of symptomatic im-
portance. The existence of many anti-Nazi organizations
at many high schools has been emphasized by many arrests
and executions during the last months. I have also
reason to assume that circles among the young technical
intelligentsia will support a democratic policy.. The
German youth is not only a unitary pro-Nazi reserve.
My own experiences are from the spring 1940, as I --
happily not recognized -- as a Norwegian prisoner-of-
a.er came to talk with a great number of young German
soldiers. Friends of mine who together with the deported
Norwegian teachers were sent to the coast of the Arctic
Ocean, and an acquaintance who during the war worked

illegally
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illegally during a whole year in Germany, have told me
the same things; namely, that the most corrupt year.
classes are those who took part in the Nazi movements
before 1933. The generntion that has grown up after
Hitler took over power, is a political, but only partly
Nazified. We need not fear that they will stand on
the Nazi side of the barricades during the revolution.
The most important thin g to do is to give these young
people work and to re-educate them by letting them
participate in political life.

The opposition of the church, looked at from a
social point of view, reflects firstly the discontent
among the country people and the middle class. We can
assume that the church movement will play an important
pert .in the revolution. Particularly in southern end
western Germany its more important sector, the Catholic
one disposes of a well organized apparatus which might
mean very much when the maintaining of a minimum of
order is concerned. It is easier for the men of the
church than for most other people to keep up their con-
tacts. Since the end of last year they have tried to
get into closer contact with notable representatives
of other strata who are still free. I myself had re-
cently the occasion to talk with a not unimportant man
of the Roman Catholic Party. He convinced me the at-
tempts to establish an embryo-concentration in Germany
equal to the concentration of anti-Fascist Parties in
Italy had made considerable progress during the last
time. Certain representatives of the working class
whoSe names of course cannot be mentioned take part
in these efforts; while on the other hand at least a
frontier has been drawn toward the circles around
Schacht and Gordeler. One thing is pretty sure, that
there will be an important differentiation within the
churchly strata. It must not be forgotten that a great
part of the Roman Catholic priests have actively en-
gaged themselves with the Nazis. At the Bishops' Con-
ference in Fulda in the summer 1940 the wing which spoke
for the war policy of the Nazis won.

The balance within the Protestant church is still
more doubtful. Many of its representatives have either
directly or via German nationalists gone over to Hitler.
People who as a protest against the Nazi policy take
part in Catholic processions, will not be governed
merely by priests. The situation becomes still more
complicated owing to the fact that a. number of the
most active anti-Nazis in the Church Party at the same
time belong to the most Conservatives in covering the
solving of the social question.

In real bourgeoisie circles Conservatism is strongly
compromised through the alliance with Hitler. In those
circles which today play with the thought of a monarchical
restoration, one will soon be faced with the question
whether to risk an official breach with the democratic
movement. There are, however ) German Conservatives who
under the impression of the development in several occupied
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countries, have decided to choose a positive democratic
starting point. Nor have the Nazis completely succeeded
to 'destroy the powers of German Liberalism. But it
will hardly be a very important political factor during
the revolution. I am convinced that the strongest re-
serves of a new Germany are among the Labor Opposition.
One can blame the old German Labor movement for its
lack of constructive policy and its all but heroic •
attitude in 1933. The fact is, however, that they,
in contrast to all the bourgeoisie parties never•col-
laborated'with Hitler. It is further a fact that the
young generation within the Labor movement has produced
the most active illegal work against the, Nazis. One
should not have any exaggerated hopes concerning the
extent of organized underground work, neither in Labor'
circles nor in other circles. There are also today il-
legal groups, even more numerous than when the war
broke out. But they are firstly very small; secondly,
they are isolated. from -each other; and thirdly, they
have not a common Ideology. The supporters of these
'groups are mostly completely unknown. Many of them
hardly have the authority which would. make them recog-
nized as leadets by the broad layers of the population.

The main point of the Labor Opposition is in reality
not the illegal groups, but the works. In spite of all
measure, there is still a kernel of expert workers who
have gone through the school of the Trade Union move-
ment. Among them there is a stratum of "naturally re-
liable men". They can create the foundation of free
Trade Unions. Later on it may be stated that the --
it'might well be said all too weak -- passive resistance
in German factories during this war has not been without
importance. The strikes during the last weeks, especially
in the Berlin district, confirm the lesson from Northern
Italy where the workers strongly asserted their influence
as soon as they had thrown off the chains of Fascism.
It is here important to emphasize that the working places
containing "naturally reliable men" can be the most im-
portant organizing element in the revolution. From here
the danger of complete chaos might be successfully counter-
worked. Provided that the co-operation with other work-
ing groups and foremost with progressive intelligence
circles will be developed, the administration of modern
Germany can be built on this base.

In connection with the works and supported not only
by the representatives of the industrial workers one
could attack the tasks of the feeding of the people and
the largest possible maintenance of the production ? but
also to questions concerning local order and administra-
tion. Whatever measures will be taken in connection
with the creation of a temporary central government,
it will always be necessary to undertake the real re-
building of a new German democracy from the very bottom.
On the basis of many reports and private information
we know that the Opposition Labor circles in Germany
today hardly feel themselves closely connected with any
of the previous political parties. Firstly, they are
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interested in forming a free and united Trade Union move-
ment united also in the sense that the Christian labor
sector is included.

. My German Trade Union friends in Sweden have worked
out practical proposals for the rebuilding of this move-
ment. They want to take over the technical apparatus
of the Arbeitsfront but banish the spirit of it . A tem-
porary central must be established as soon as possible,
but the decisive rebuilding will follow from the local
unities. I have heard from Germany that the ideas among
the illegal Trade Union leaders have the same tendency.
Among the Opposition laborers.in Germany the wish for
political unity still lives. They did not forget that
the split smoothed. the way for Hitler. Former Social •
Democrats would like a new Labor Party to carry on a
stronger policy, less directed by legalistic illusions.
Former Cbramunists have given up the formula of . the
"dictatorship of proletarianism". 	 On both sides there
is a preparedness to build up a broad liberty party of
the laborers on the basis of a democratic socialistic
programme. Y,hether it will be possible to build up
such a . political party depends on factors which will
be settled outside Germany and. foremost 'in the Soviet
Union. Today the German Communists declare that they
are for Democracy and unity. They are even willing to
write off .a class war, for a long time. They criticize
certain circles among the Social Democrats for repre-
senting too radical social ideas. Judging only from
the . contemporary point of view we should have to sup-
pose that the German Communists during the time after

. Hitler would stand. not Left but Right of the Social De-
mocrats. But it is surely wise to count with the change
of the positions of different groups. In any case it
should be clear that there is no illegal movement of
sufficient strength or unity capable of taking over the
government immediately after Hitler. On the other hand
we may hope that the new organized powers of German de-
mocracy will be strong enought to establish and keep up
8:n6W- Order in co-operation with all progressive ele-
ments. The way to a new order in Germany .cannot go via
parliamentary eleCtions. Democracy first has to create
the parties and other free organizations, as well as
local organs with the aid of which it will be possible
to function in the long run. So being, it would be dis-
astrous if the occupation forces would hinder the crea-
tion of.parties.

• A new German government will, in my opinion, imme-
diately be faced- with the following tasks, in order to
. hold its own against the conscious part of its own people
and on the other hand to offer the peace guarantees de-.
manded by the Allies:

, First the Nazi criminals must be hit at without
consideration. They have to be arrested and punished
and if it is wanted, to be given over to the Allied na-
tions. All public institutions must be purged from
active Nazis.	 SS. people, Gestapo men and other Nazi
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criminals must be interned, and in so far as they are.
. net sentenced for concrete crimes they should be put to
forced labor. It will not be possible to solve these
problems if the new government takes over the German
police. That is the police of Himmler even though there
are a few decent policemen among them. The police it-
self needs a fundamental. purgation.

Secondly, fundamental democratic rights have to be
re-established at least in principle and then carried
out in practice step by step at least for those who re-
cognize democracy as a. basis of work. Within this

. frame freedom of organization and press will be intro-
duced. But there will be no elections. The basis of

• the ,democratic state have to be created in such a way .
that on one side free Trade Unions and parallel organi-
zations, on the other political parties, can develop,.

Thirdly, it is necessary to save the people from
hunger and unemployment as far as it is possible.

These tasks are only to be solved if it is deter-
mined to take over a great part of the economical con-
trol apparatus from the Nazis. If this is not done,
there will be a great economic collapse. It is to be
provided that .reliable people will be put on the top
in all economic affairs, and that a democratic control
will be built up. Co-operative production and deliver-
ing organizations will play a great role. 'lore important
than a dispute of dogmas about the question "full so-
cializing" or "free economy" is how to get food and work
for the people. This is only to be obtained with the
help of enormous systematic measures. This necessity
will be emphasized through the letting over of certain
parts of economic life into the hands of the public.

The fourth task will be to democratize the admini-
strations on different areas such as education, etc.
The municipal self-government has to be made stronger.
The cultural and administrativedecentralizing has to
be co-ordinated with the stronger centralizing in eco-
nomic spheres.

The solution of these main problems as a base for
further development on democratic lines is, however,
depending on the attitude of foreign countries toward
the German revolution, as well as the foreign policy
Of this revolution. It is a banality to state that
the future German development to a very great extent
will depend on foreign factors. I hope that a great
number of German Democrats count with the fact that
Germany will be a second class great power, that they
are serious about the disarmament, that they will render
serious help in rebuilding the damaged cities, and that
they mean it seriously in the efforts to win the masses
of the people in the work for an entire European co-
operation, and for a policy of international rights.

'I also know that even after the defeat there will

be




